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Anodized aluminum profile + milky cover -
M3c

Price 10.86 Euro

Availability Availability - 3 days

Shipping time 5 days

Number 1053

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

Black classic color and suitable for many arrangements. Aluminium profiles LED in various colors are our response to the
market demand. We have prepared for you anodized colors with enhanced durability and resistance to mechanical damage.

LED strip placed inside the profile is very well protected thanks to a rigid structure can be precisely matched to the bay. In
case the profile of the M3 series is an ideal location space in a right angle.

It also pointed to a milky veil accounted for in the purchase cost. Thanks to its light is less blatant and well dispersed.

Black LED profiles are usually mounted in a recess cabinets sites. They are very practical for office and other business space,
for example. shops.

Dimensions outside the 14.5 mm x 26 mm.

Profile recessed into the surface chipboard plaster or ceramic tiles. 
To illuminate the interior furniture, cabinets, paintings, exhibition and shop windows.
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